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This paper explores whether HC-Search [3] can be effective in computer
vision problems; it has already shown the state-of-the-art performance on
structured prediction problems in natural language processing.
The mainstream approach to structured prediction problems in computer vision is to learn an energy function such that the solution minimizes
that function. At prediction time, this approach must solve an often challenging optimization problem. Search-based methods provide an alternative
that has the potential to achieve higher performance. These methods learn to
control a search procedure that constructs and evaluates candidate solutions.
The recently-developed HC-Search method [3] has been shown to achieve
state-of-the-art results in natural language processing, but mixed success
when applied to vision problems. This paper studies whether HC-Search
can achieve similarly competitive performance on basic vision tasks such as
object detection, scene labeling, and monocular depth estimation, where the
leading paradigm is energy minimization.
Instead of training a single global energy function and then solving a
global optimization problem, as is done in mainstream approaches, HCSearch decomposes the problem into three steps: (Step 1) Find an initial
complete solution, (Step 2) Explore a search tree of alternative candidate
solutions rooted at the initial solution, and (Step 3) Score each of these candidates to select the best one (see Figure 1). Any existing method can perform Step 1. Step 2 is guided by a learned heuristic function H, and Step 3
is performed by a learned cost (energy) function C.
Figure 1: An overview of HC-Search for the semantic scene labeling probPrevious work has tested HC-Search on two vision problems [4]. Re- lem. Given an input x, an initial solution s0 = I(x) is computed by an (unsults on semantic scene labeling were promising, but initial experiments on specified) procedure I. This forms the starting state in a search space S.
object detection against significant background clutter were disappointing. Each node in S consists of a candidate labeling y for x. Nodes are expanded
In this paper, we claim that the shortcoming of previous work was in Step 2: according to search procedure A, which is guided by a learned heuristic H.
the formulation of the search space and the learning algorithm employed to The search continues until time bound τ. In this figure, A is greedy search,
train H. This is because the HC-Search specification in previous work [4] and the nodes with grey outlines are the nodes visited by A. These nodes
used a naive search space defined over relatively small image patches, and are then evaluated by learned cost function C, and the node with the lowest
thus required an immense branching factor and a very deep search depth (to cost is selected as the predicted output ŷ.
find a good solution). Previous work developed ad hoc search spaces that
sometimes worked and sometimes did not.
semantic scene labeling, monocular depth estimation, and object detection
To this end, we introduced two improvements to HC-Search: (1) a in biological images.
search operator suited to the vision domain and (2) a more robust learning
algorithm by applying the DAGGER algorithm.
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